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BUILD IT WITH 
LINCOLN LOGS!
Grade level: Third through fifth grades

Estimated time: Four class periods

Specific Topic: Toy advertising

Subtopic: Examining Chicago’s toy industry through Lincoln Log advertisements

(1950–60) and comparing Lincoln Logs to toys of today

Teacher background information
John Lloyd Wright and Lincoln Logs

J ohn Lloyd Wright was the son of the famous

architect Frank Lloyd Wright. At a time

when the popularity of construction

toys was increasing, the younger Wright

created a toy called Lincoln Logs. 

Wright and his siblings grew up in Oak Park,

Illinois, a suburb of Chicago. The Wright family had a

playroom in their home filled with toy blocks and

games. At the time, several companies sold versions of

toy logs. Wright probably played with these early toy

logs, and it is possible that they gave him the idea for

Lincoln Logs, which he created between 1916 and 1917.

Wright may have also been influenced by his father.

Around 1917, Frank Lloyd Wright was building the

Imperial Hotel in Tokyo, Japan, and the younger Wright

made a visit to his father’s construction site. The building

used a unique foundation of interlocking beams, which

were intended to make the structure earthquake proof. 

Lincoln Logs were made of redwood and notched at

each end. The notches allowed the logs to interlock,

For more History Lab activities, visit the educators section of the Chicago Historical Society’s website at www.chicagohistory.org.

similar to the foundation of the Imperial Hotel.

Children could use the logs to build cabins, forts, and

fences and use their imaginations to think about what it

would have been like to live in pioneer times. Parents

approved of Lincoln Logs, because they were safe and

educational. Lincoln Logs fostered children’s concen-

tration, hand-eye coordination, and imagination.

Wright’s company, the Red Square Toy Company,

first marketed Lincoln Logs in 1918. Wright chose
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the name for his toy very carefully. The logs were

introduced around the time of the World War I, when

Americans were encouraged to buy products made 

in America. Wright decided to name the logs after

Abraham Lincoln, because the name conjured up a

positive image of pioneer life, especially in Illinois.

Wright eventually changed the name of his company

to the John Lloyd Wright Toy Company.

Lincoln Logs were an instant success. Production

remained strong through the 1940s, even during

World War II. During the war, many toy companies

had to stop or delay toy production because the gov-

ernment restricted the use of certain materials, par-

ticularly metal. Being made from wood, Lincoln Logs

were not affected by the restriction of materials. After

the war, small metal figures were included in the log

cabin sets, including metal people and animals: pio-

neers, American Indians, horses, and other livestock.

Lincoln Logs were one of the first toys to be adver-

tised on television. In 1953, the toy was promoted on

a show called Pioneer Playhouse. The advertisements

were aimed at a target audience, most likely middle-

to upper-class families who had a television in their

home and could afford to purchase educational toys

for their children. Lincoln Logs are still in production

and continue to be a favorite construction toy. 

Key concepts 
Advertising, mail-order catalogs, and rural and 

urban audiences

Key questions
How were toys advertised in the 1950s? Who were the tar-

get audiences in the 1950s? To what modern-day toys can

Lincoln Logs be compared? How are toys advertised today?

Goals of this lesson
Students will use primary sources to analyze advertise-

ments, prices, and styles of Lincoln Logs from Carson

Pirie Scott catalogs from 1952 to 1960. Students will then

compare a modern-day toy to Lincoln Logs of the 1950s

by analyzing differences in pricing, methods of advertise-

ment, and ways to obtain the toys (mail-order v. Internet).

Objectives

1. Students will examine Lincoln Logs through

advertisements (primary source documents) 

from various years.

2. Students will compare and contrast Lincoln 

Logs of the 1950s to modern toys.

3. Students will think critically about advertising 

of the past and the present.

Materials
With the exception of the modern day advertisements,

master copies of all images and student handouts 

are provided.

1. A modern toy advertisement from a local 

department store (Marshall Field’s, Kohl’s, 

Target, Wal-Mart, etc.)

2. Carson Pirie Scott catalog pages (CHS, one year

per group, photocopy pages and cut them apart,

more than one group can have the same year, 

as necessary)

3. “Catalog Analysis: Using a Primary Source” 

worksheet (one per group)

4. “Past and Present Toy Comparison” worksheet

(one per student)

5. Chalkboard or overhead projector

6. Basic school supplies: pencils and paper

Procedures

Prior to Day 1: For homework (or extra credit) have

students bring in three examples of toy advertising from

newspapers, catalogs, flyers in the mail, or the Internet.

Day 1
Begin by asking if anyone in the class can define adver-

tising (making a public announcement of the qualities

and advantages of a product to increase sales). Then

ask the class for examples of today’s most popular toys.

Make a list of five to seven examples on the chalkboard

(or overhead projector). It would be best to have

advertisement examples for all of the toys on the list.

Put students into small groups (or assign partners).

Write the Advertising Questions (listed below) on the

chalkboard. Have each group choose three toys from

the advertisements they brought in or the list on the

chalkboard. Ask students to study the advertisements

and answer the questions on separate sheets of paper.

Come back together as a class. Ask for volunteers to

share their thoughts about the questions.
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Advertising Questions and 
Teacher Answer Key

1. List three toys. (Answers will vary.)

2. How are the toys advertised?

Answers may include: On television; on the

Internet; on food containers, such as cereal

boxes; flyers in the mail; in fast foods, 

“Happy Meals”; etc.

3. Choose one advertisement. How does it try 

to sell the toy? Describe the colors, images, 

and words the advertisement uses.

Answers should accurately reflect information

from a specific advertisement.

4. How and where can you buy these toys?

Answers may include: Buy it at a store (ask stu-

dents to name specific stores), on the Internet,

from mail-order catalogs, buy food and get it

free, etc. Be sure to spend some time talking

about mail-order catalogs, as many students 

will be unfamiliar with the concept.

5. Why are these toys so popular? (Answers will

vary but should be insightful.)

On the chalkboard, write, “Ways Toys are Advertised.”

Record a list of examples as a class. To conclude, ask

the class if they can explain the difference between

advertise and advertisement.

Day 2
Begin by reviewing the definition of advertising 

and the toy advertisements discussed on Day 1.

Transition by asking students: How were toys 

advertised before television and the Internet?

Introduce students to the history of Lincoln Logs

(see the “Play with a Purpose” lesson or the 

Teacher Background Information). Remind students

that John Lloyd Wright invented Lincoln Logs 

in 1917 and they are still sold today! To initiate 

discussion, ask: How and where would you buy

Lincoln Logs in the past? (If it doesn’t come up 

in the discussion, remind the class about mail-

order catalogs.)

Begin a discussion of mail-order catalogs. Explain

that these catalogs were printed for two reasons: 

(1) For the purpose of advertising products, so they

could be ordered and delivered through the mail 

for people who lived in rural areas. If necessary,

define rural: a farming or agricultural community. 

(2) To advertise what was available at Carson Pirie

Scott for people who lived in the urban area of

Chicago. If necessary, define urban: located in a city.

Put students into small groups. Distribute one

Lincoln Log advertisement (each is taken from a

Carson Pirie Scott catalog page) and one “Catalog

Analysis” worksheet to each group. Instruct students

to examine the advertisements and complete the

worksheet. Conclude by collecting the worksheets

and explaining to students that they will share their

findings tomorrow.

Day 3
Have students join their groups from Day 2. 

Re-distribute the Lincoln Log advertisement and

analysis worksheets to each group. Ask for volunteers

to present their findings (one group from each year

should present). Discuss the discoveries made by 

the groups. Encourage students to share any unusual

discoveries unmentioned by other groups. Use the

following questions to initiate discussion:

1. What changes do you notice about
Lincoln Logs over time?
Possible answers: The number of pieces in 

the set changed, the price increased, and each

picture was different.

2. Why do you think the packaging of
Lincoln Logs changed over time? 
Possible answers: To make the toy look more

interesting, because the number of pieces changed,

or to appeal to a different group of kids.

3. Why is there a different picture in the
catalog each year?
Possible answers: It would be less interesting 

if it was always the same or to increase sales—

making it look different can help do that.

4. What changes do you notice about the
price of Lincoln Logs over the years?
Possible answers: The price increases—maybe

prices change because the number of pieces

change; in 1960, the prices become numbers

that are not rounded.
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5. Who is the target audience for these ads?
Possible answers: Children, parents and grand-

parents who buy educational toys, or teachers.

Conclude by reviewing what students have learned

about advertising through today’s lesson.

Day 4
Review yesterday’s discoveries about catalog advertis-

ing. Use the following questions to initiate discussion: 

1. Why were catalogs so important during the 1950s?

Answer: Because there was no easy way to

advertise. Very few people had a television 

and the Internet wasn’t invented.

2. Who was reached by catalog advertising? 

Answer: Through mail-order catalogs 

Lincoln Logs could be exposed to both 

urban and rural kids.

Transition by briefly reviewing the advertising meth-

ods of modern toy companies from day 1. Discuss: Is it

easier to advertise today because of television and the

Internet? Is it easier to buy toys today? Briefly compare

and contrast advertising today to advertising of the

past. List a few examples on the chalkboard or over-

head projector. An easy example is differences in price.

Distribute a “Past and Present Toy Comparison”

worksheet to each student. Instruct students to work

independently to complete the worksheet, but allow

them to reference previous materials from the lesson.

Collect the worksheets and review what students

have learned about toy advertising.

If time allows in class, or as a homework assignment,

ask students to invent a toy and design a catalog entry.

Allow them to use a Carson’s catalog page (visit the

online version of this lesson to print the complete

catalog pages) or current advertisement as a model.

Student advertisements must include a picture of the

toy (students who prefer not to draw could cut out

different magazine pictures to create a collage of a

new toy), the name of the toy, descriptive and persua-

sive language about the toy, and the price.

Suggestions for student assessment
Formal assessment can be done through the

Advertising Questions exercise or the Catalog

Analysis and Past and Present Toy Comparison 

worksheets. The student-created advertisements can

also be assessed for completeness and creativity. Class

participation may also be monitored for assessment.

Extension activity
The 1950s  and 1960 catalog pages contain many

other toys that could be the focus for a lesson (visit

the online version of this lesson to print the complete

catalog pages). Students could analyze the additional

toys and place them in categories: transportation toys,

construction toys, mechanical toys, fantasy toys, etc.

Students could also create their own toy categories.

Additional resources

O’Brien, Richard. The Story of American Toys from the

Puritans to the Present. New York: Abbeville Press, 1990.

Rich, Mark. 100 Greatest Baby Boomer Toys. 

Iola, Wisconsin: Krause Publications, 2000.

Sommers, Steven. “A Century of Chicago Toys,

1880–1890.” Chicago History 11, no. 3 (fall and 

winter 1982): 185–197. (Available at the Chicago

Historical Society.)

Web resource
“Fascinating Facts” about Lincoln Logs

www.ideafinder.com/history/inventions/lincolnlogs.htm

This lesson fulfills the following 
Illinois Learning Standards:

English Language Arts
State Goal 1: Read with understanding and fluency.

State Goal 3: Write to communicate for a variety of purposes.

State Goal 5: Use the language arts to acquire, assess, and 

communicate information.

Social Science
State Goal 15: Understand economic systems, with an 

emphasis on the United States.

State Goal 16: Understand events, trends, individuals, 

and movements shaping the history of Illinois, the 

United States, and other nations.

History Lab is made possible through a generous grant from
the Polk Bros. Foundation. These materials were researched and

written by TeNnile Goff. Images and artifacts included in this lesson are

for classroom reference and research use only and are not to be used for

commercial reproduction, display, broadcast, or publication unless autho-

rized by a letter of permission from the Chicago Historical Society.

History Lab project coordination by Heidi Moisan of the Chicago

Historical Society. The Chicago Historical Society gratefully acknowl-

edges the Chicago Park District’s generous support of all of the Historical

Society’s activities.
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Chicago Historical Society, Carson Pirie Scott toy catalogs1957
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Chicago Historical Society, Carson Pirie Scott toy catalogs1958
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Chicago Historical Society, Carson Pirie Scott toy catalogs1960



C ATA LO G  A N A LY S I S :  U S I N G  A  P R I M A R Y  S O U R C E

Name__________________________________________________________ Date______________________

Use the catalog page to answer the following questions.

Year: _____________________________

1. Describe the picture in the advertisement. How are the Lincoln Logs packaged? 

What is included in the picture?

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

2. What are the different types of pieces in the set? How many pieces are included?

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

3. How much does the set of Lincoln Logs cost?

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

4. Describe the words that are used to sell the toy.

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

5. Who is the target audience? Who do the advertisers hope will by the toy? How can you tell?

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

6. Describe something else eye-catching about the advertisement.

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

PLAYING IN CHICAGO | BUILD IT WITH LINCOLN LOGS!
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PA S T  A N D  P R E S E N T  T OY  C O M PA R I S O N

Name__________________________________________________________ Date______________________

Directions:

Compare Lincoln Logs from the 1950s to a modern toy.

1. Name of modern toy:________________________________________________________________

2. Describe the toy:

Color:_________________________________ Shape: __________________________________

Size:__________________________________ Made of:_________________________________

What special features does it have? How do you play with it?

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

3. Describe the Lincoln Logs:

Color:_________________________________ Shape: __________________________________

Size:__________________________________ Made of:_________________________________

What special features do Lincoln Logs have? How do kids play with Lincoln Logs?

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

Use the descriptions above to compare and contrast Lincoln Logs to the modern toy you selected.

Complete the diagram below.

Lincoln Log differences Modern toy differencesSimilarities between both toys
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Please give us your feedback! After reviewing and using this History Lab lesson, please send us your

feedback. Your ideas and honest assessment will ensure that these lessons keep improving and will provide us

with useful insight for future teacher fellows. To fill out this form online or discover additional History Lab

activities, visit the educators section of the Chicago Historical Society’s website at www.chicagohistory.org.

Name:______________________________________________  E-mail:_________________________________

School:_____________________________________________  Grade you teach: _________________________

Are you a CHS member? (circle one):               yes                      no

Name of unit you are evaluating ________________________________________________________________

Name of lesson you are evaluating:_______________________________________________________________

1. On a scale of one to five (with five being the best) rate this lesson in terms of the quality of the student 

learning experience it provides (circle one):

5 4 3 2 1

2. What were the strengths of this lesson? _________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

3. What aspects of this lesson needed additional fine-tuning?__________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

4. What advice, tips, or suggestions would you give to future users of this lesson? _________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Where does this lesson fit in your course of study (scope, sequence, unit)?_____________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

6. If applicable, how did the use of primary sources impact student learning?_____________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your time. Please send the completed form to: 
Chicago Historical Society, Clark Street at North Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, 60614-6071,

Attn: History Programs Fax: 312-266-2077


